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During much of the Cold War, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) publicly advocated a "first use" of nuclear weapons policy. This policy seems to have constituted two ideas. First--when confronted with the superior military numbers of the Warsaw Pact in a "hot" war--NATO's "going nuclear" first might be the only way to snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. Second, the public advocacy of such a policy--even with its propaganda vulnerabilities exploited by the Warsaw Pact--might deter an attack, a "hot" war, and the need to "go nuclear at all."

With the disestablishment of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw pact, Russia publicly claims--since at least 1993--a "first use" policy. The Russian advocacy likewise seems to be predicated on winning a "hot" war, deterring one, and obviating the need to "go nuclear." One big difference is that Russia would face both superior numbers and technology in a conflict with the United States (US) or NATO and the US. Another is that the US and NATO have not yet sought to intensively exploit the propaganda value of the Russian declaration.